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The Occupational Barometer has published a forecast of the situation in 
occupations for 2023. Professions in deficit are those in which the number 
of vacancies is greater than the number of people interested in taking up 
work and meeting the requirements of employers (employers have the 
hardest time finding candidates for work). This is valuable information for 
students, employers and people who want to change jobs or improve their 
professional qualifications.
 
Large job deficit:

    Electricians, electromechanics and electricians
    Bus drivers
    Drivers of trucks and tractor units
    Tailors and garment workers
    Practical vocational training teachers
    Teachers of vocational subjects
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    Teachers of special schools and integration classes
    Operators of machines for the production of rubber and plastic products
    Carers of an elderly or disabled person
    Nurses and midwives
    Workers of finishing works in construction
    Employees of uniformed services

Profession deficit:

    Automobile tinsmiths and painters
    pavers
    Physiotherapists and masseurs
    Civil engineers
    Environmental engineering engineers
    Construction managers
    Beauticians
    cooks
    Doctors
    Warehouse workers
    Mechanics of machines and devices
    Automotive mechanics
    Electronics assemblers
    Construction installation fitters
    Bricklayers and plasterers
    Teachers of general subjects
    Earthmoving equipment operators and mechanics
    Cutting machine operators
    Crane and transport equipment operators
    Babysitters
    Bakers
    Quality staff
    Environmental protection and health and safety employees
    Accounting and bookkeeping staff
    Manual workers in production and simple work
    social workers
    Meat and fish processors
    Psychologists and psychotherapists



    Medical lifeguards
    Construction workers
    Independent accountants
    Welders
    Production organization specialists
    Human resource management and recruitment specialists
    Chefs
    Educators in educational and care institutions
    Purchasers and suppliers

More information on the Occupational Barometer page.
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